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Located near Le  Cannet-des-Maures, 
30 minutes from Saint-Tropez, the 
estate flourished throughout the ages, 
surviving the hurdles that punctuated its 
many centuries of existence. Perhaps due 
in part to the families who owned it over 
the years, whose reputation of generosity 
toward the local population lead to the 
Château being considered virtuous and 
saintly.The farm’s identity remained strong 
through the centuries, but it nonetheless 
ended up falling into disuse and eventually 
ruin, near the end of the 20th century.

In 2018, a complete remodel in the 
purest Provencal style, respectful of 
local materials and using the farmhouse’s 
original stones, returned the entirety 
of the vineyard and winery to its past  
glory.

Nowadays, a stay at Château Saint-
Roux means opting for an authentic and 
enchanting experience of Provence. 
Here, one gets a true taste of the “slow 
living” lifestyle, and a wide choice of fun, 
eco-friendly and educational activities.

THE STORY BEGINS WITH A FARMHOUSE NESTLED AMIDST THE VINEYARDS 
AND ROLLING HILLS OF 15TH CENTURY PROVENCE.  ITS NAME, CHÂTEAU 
SAINT-ROUX, AS POETIC AS IT IS LITERAL, WAS GIVEN TO THE PROPERTY BY AN 
ITALIAN NOBLEMAN, CHARMED BY THE RUST AND RUBY HUES OF THE LAND.

A wine estate committed
to organic farming and in perfect 

harmony with nature.

HISTORY, COMMITMENT
& Heritage 
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EXPERIENCE, EXCURSION, ENCHANTMENT

The estate includes an organic vineyard, 
accommodation and reception rooms, a 
gourmet restaurant and lively bar, a 3 800m² 
(50K sq. ft) organic vegetable garden, a 
traditional bread oven, a goat farm and 
cheesemaking facility, a country store and 
tasting cellar, and even offers guided tours 
of the estate, to learn all about its flora and 
fauna and the various trades of farming. 
Every experience has been carefully 
thought out to make Château Saint-Roux 
a place of cherished shared experiences, 
for all ages.

Managed by a passionate staff, the estate is 
dedicated to promoting the organic on-site 
production of vines, wines, fresh fruits and 
vegetables, and artisan-made bread and 
goat cheese. Born of a unique soil, products 
bearing the Château Saint-Roux signature 
are faithful expressions of this exceptional 
terroir.

TH
E 
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EREIn the heart 
of Provence.
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A Wine Estate in
the Heart of Nature
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Crystalline and limestone soil and 
Mediterranean climate make for 
wines with complex aromas. Rich 
in the essential elements iron and 
bauxite and raised in perfect 
symbiosis with the olive trees that 
share its growing areas, the estate’s 
grapes yield profound, distinctive 
wines. 

Château Saint-Roux offers a 
remarkable palette of emblematic 
Provence grape varieties: Côtes de 
Provence (Grenache, Syrah, Cinsault, 
Rolle, Mourvèdre) and also, the 
more rustic and atypical Viognier 

(Côtes du Rhône), Marselan (a 
cross between Cabernet Sauvignon 
and Grenache), Colombard, Merlot, 
and Corsican Nielluccio.

Rooted in the path of a windy 
corridor, Château Saint-Roux’s 
vines are naturally protected 
from disease, which offers great 
advantages to organic farming. 
Nowadays, the vineyard is tended 
by hand, and 98% of the grapes 
are harvested manually, in the cool 
hours of the night. Vinification is 
then triggered using natural local 
yeasts that bring the wines of 

Saint-Roux their authentic signature 
character.

In collaboration with the Var 
Chamber of Agriculture, the 
vineyard maintains an experimental 
1/2-hectare plot, where the behavior 
of different grape varieties is 
analyzed, in order to help them 
adapt to climate change. This 
parcel includes varieties that are 
particularly resistant to drought, 
as well as typical southern grapes 
such as Mourvèdre gris and white, 
Touriga Nacional, Calabrese and 
Mavrud.

BORDERING THE PLAINE DES MAURES NATURE PRESERVE, THE CHÂTEAU SAINT-ROUX 
TERROIR SPRAWLS OVER FORTY HECTARES (98 ACRES) OF ORGANICALLY CULTIVATED VINES, 
TWO-THIRDS OF WHICH IS AOP CLASSIFIED, WHILE ONE-THIRD BEARS THE IGP DISTINCTION.

Château Saint-Roux
introduced a novel concept in
the Côtes de Provence wine 
growing area which has now 
become a model emulated in

the entire region.

THE ESSENCE
of the Estate
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A CELLAR STEEPED IN HISTORY 
WHERE THE MAGIC OF MODERN 
WINEMAKING HAPPENS.

Veritable balance between tradition 
and modernity, the fully restored 300m² 
(3,200  sq  ft) winemaking facility features 
the ancient vineyard’s original concrete vats, 
coexisting with a cutting-edge stainless-steel 
vat house. Outside, the “tulip” vats enable 
a gentle and homogenous vinification, perfect 
for red wines. 

The vinification process is activated by proprietary 
or «terroir» yeasts that intensify the complexity of 
the aromas and add soul and a unique signature 
to the wines. Tests conducted on the grapes made 
it possible to isolate five unique, certified local 
yeasts for the Château Saint-Roux wine blends. 

In order to seek the very best from the lees, the 
stage of cold stabilization is extended by 3 weeks. 
This approach is twice as long as a conventional 
fermentation and gives the grapes time to 
naturally express themselves. With this particular 
sort of methodology, Château Saint-Roux can 
achieve the most faithful reflection of its terroir’s 
expression and ensures the uniqueness of its wines.

For an exceptional wine tourism experience, 
Château Saint-Roux’s winery welcomes all wine 
aficionados, both experienced and novice. The 
approaches and techniques applied on the 
estate are explained and demonstrated in a 
comprehensive way and completed by a wine 
tasting tour, with the guidance of a sommelier or 
wine expert.

WINERY 
& Cellar

This approach contributes 
to the production of exceptional 

wines, reputed for their 
remarkable aromas and unique 

personalities! 
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THE ASSORTMENT FEATURES A ROSÉ ESTATE WINE, AS WELL AS RED, WHITE AND ROSÉ SIGNATURE 
WINES, EACH WITH THEIR OWN DISTINCTIVE CHARACTER AND ALL CERTIFIED ORGANIC.

Château Saint-Roux wines
are available at the estate,

at fine wine shops and online at
chateausaintroux-vin.com

Three colors of organic 
wines, rare for the 
Provencal terroir

« CHÂTEAU SAINT-ROUX » 
The estate’s emblematic vintage 
is an organic rosé, classified as an 
AOP Côtes de Provence. 

« FRIPONNE » 
An organic Vin du Pays des Maures 
rosé named after one of the estate’s  
cherished farm goats, whose portrait 
is featured on the wine label.

« LE PIGEONNIER » 
Three organic vintages, red, white 
and rosé.

ORGANIC
Wines
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VINIFICATION 
Harvested by hand in the cool hours of the 
night, the grapes are sent to the winery, 
where they are pressed gently in order to 
keep only the heart of the press. Cold-
stabulated on its musts for a few weeks, 
the wine ferments slowly with the help 
of the estate’s proprietary yeasts. A few 
months’ aging on its fine lees completes 
the bouquet and contributes extra richness 
to the palate.

TASTING NOTES
Beautiful peach color, expressive ripe fruit 
nose (vine peach, exotic fruit and citrus). 
On the palate, a nice balance between 
freshness and volume. Structured, it 
reveals a beautiful vinosity that will 
appeal to connoisseurs.

SERVING TEMPERATURE 
8° - 10°C.

GRAPE VARIETIES
Grenache noir, Cinsault, Syrah, 

Mourvèdre, Rolle

CHÂTEAU SAINT-ROUX REVEALS A COMPLEXITY AND STRUCTURE RARE IN 
AOP CÔTES DE PROVENCE, WHICH IS SURE TO APPEAL TO CONNOISSEURS. 
IT IS THE FRUIT OF THE DISTINCTIVE SAINT-ROUX TERROIR.

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE
75cl : 16 € - Magnum : 34 €

FOOD PAIRING
This is not merely an aperitif wine, its 
complexity and structure also make it 
a gourmet tasting wine. Pairs perfectly 
with grilled sea bass and Mediterranean 
vegetables as well as a cheese plate with 
fresh summer fruits.

CHÂTEAU SAINT-ROUX 
Organic Wine

2020 AOP CÔTES DE PROVENCE, ROSE
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The Art 
  of Living
   Life to its
Fullest
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PRICES

.• Three-course meal 
   appetizer, entrée and dessert: 35€

.• Two-course meal 
   appetizer/entrée or entrée/dessert: 25€ 

.• Sunday Brunch: 40€ - 20€ for    
   youngsters aged 7-12; free for kids under 7   

.• Group Rate: starting at 40€
   all-inclusive  - 1/4L estate wine, water, 
   coffee/tea

A DELIGHTFUL CULINARY DESTINATION, LA TABLE SAINT-ROUX SERVES 
TRADITIONAL FRENCH CUISINE ROOTED IN THE LOCAL TERROIR, IN A 
CHEERFUL SPIRIT OF CONVIVIALITY. 

Chef Guillaume Rigaudias brings to 
life a farm-to-table gourmet menu with 
Provencal accents, in harmony with the 
day’s vegetable harvest and his inspiration. 
Each month, he curates his menu around 
a theme, showcasing seasonal and local 
dishes. Sunshine harvests, goat cheeses 
produced and matured on site, local fish 
caught nearby, or plants foraged locally, 
many are the ways to delight in the seasons 
of Provence. All naturally highlighted by 
the estate’s organic signature wines.

Hard to resist dishes like slow-cooked pork 
belly, gourmet goat cheese toasts or 
the vegetable garden’s roasted stuffed 
vegetables, are all perfect illustrations 
of Château Saint-Roux’s commitment to 
offering up local and seasonal selections.

Reminiscent of the paintings of Paul 
Cézanne, born in nearby Aix-en-Provence, 
the restaurant offers its guests an authentic 
and enchanting South of France setting. 
Stunning views of the estate’s vineyards 
and countryside from the sprawling terrace 
provide the perfect backdrop for the taste 
sensations on offer.

 Able to comfortably 
accommodate over
100 guests indoors

and 200 on the terrace,
La Table Saint-Roux  is open 

seven days a week,
for lunch and dinner.

LA TABLE 
SAINT-ROUX
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ADJACENT TO THE RESTAURANT, 
LE SAINT-ROUX BAR & LOUNGE 
IS THE IDEAL SPOT FOR HAPPY 
HOUR OR AFTER-DINNER DRINKS.
With its a red-hued decor, Le Saint-
Roux is a favorite among bon-vivants, 
a place to gather around a cocktail or a 
glass of wine, with a delicious selection 
of charcuterie and the estate’s organic 
cheese. 

IN THE MOOD FOR A HEALTHY 
AND DELICIOUS BREAK? 
Le Saint-Roux has created a selection 
of alcohol-free juices and smoothies, as 
an homage to the estate’s vegetable 
garden. A great way to enjoy a cool 
healthy drink featuring Château Saint-
Roux’s fruit, vegetables and fresh herbs, 
harvested daily for the utmost freshness.

THE SAINT-ROUX
Bar & Lounge 

Reservations:
+33 (0)4 83 11 02 68 
latable@chateausaintroux.com
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Upon waking,  one is 
greeted by stunning 

views, looking out over 
the vineyards…

A HAVEN
IN THE HEART

of Nature
A TRULY ORGANIC IMMERSION IN NATURE, CHÂTEAU SAINT-ROUX OFFERS 
A GENUINELY UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE, IN THE HEART OF PROVENCE.

Organic cotton sheets, ancient beams, tiled 
fireplaces and floors… authenticity reigns at 
Château Saint-Roux. The historic charm of 
this 15th century farm is deeply enhanced by 
the surrounding nature.

Breakfast, made with the garden’s organic 
produce, is enjoyed on the terrace, surrounded 
by the natural beauty of Provence. Respectful 
of its environment, the estate lives in total 
harmony with the rhythm of the seasons and 
provides the ideal oasis for rest & recreation.

The accommodations, with their warm and 
welcoming décor, feature noble materials and 
soothing color palettes, offering the comfort 
and standards of a luxury establishment. 
Rooms (for two) include complimentary Wi-Fi, 
a flat screen TV, air conditioning and an en-
suite bathroom with a shower. The apartments 
(for two to six people), include a bathroom, a 
kitchenette and a seating area. One of them 
is fitted for disabled guests. And last but not 
least, the loft is an elegant and cozy cocoon 
for a romantic getaway.
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PRICES: (per night)

.• Classic room from 150 € to 210 €
   (excluding special promotions)

.• Deluxe room from 195 € to 270 €  

.• Apartment 2/4 people from 230 € to 330 €

.• Apartment 4/6 people from 280 € to 360 €

.• Loft from 215 € to 295 € 
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WHO HASN’T DREAMED OF GATHERING LOVED 
ONES IN AN IDYLLIC SETTING, FAR FROM THE 
STRESS OF THE CITY, FOR A SPECIAL MOMENT 
AWAY FROM IT ALL? CHÂTEAU SAINT-ROUX HAS 
BEEN THE HOME TO COUNTLESS EVENTS OVER 
ITS SIX CENTURIES OF EXISTENCE.
 
In its pristine natural setting, the 
estate is perfect for a country chic 
wedding, offering a balance 
of Provencal authenticity and 
bucolic elegance.

As beautiful as it is functional, 
the reception room easily 
adapts to a number of guests, 
as do the outdoor terrace areas. 
For seminars, the wifi-equipped 
conference room features an 
exceptional view of the vineyards, 
and can accommodate up to 70 
participants.

Moments of leisure strengthen 
team cohesion and engage 
the alchemy between guests. 
Some of the many activities 
at Château Saint-Roux include 

wine tasting workshops, exploring 
the time-honored tradition of 
breadmaking, cooking classes, 
discovery of goats, farm animals, 
cellar tours and much more… 
Corporate events and groups 
are welcome, as well as family 
celebrations.

Saint-Roux combines an 
exceptional event venue with 
a gourmet farm-to-table 
culinary experience. The estate 
meets the highest standards of 
sustainable “slow” lifestyle, with 
respect for the seasonal cycles of 
Nature.

SHARE, CREATE,
Connect

Château Saint-Roux 
provides a wholesome and 
environmentally respectful 
luxury venue for every kind 
of special event, corporate 
function and incentive or 

team-building activity.
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A CHEERFUL AND CHARMING SETTING IN WHICH TO ENJOY 
THE FLAVORS AND FRAGRANCES OF PROVENCE

At Château Saint-Roux, the tasting cellar and country store celebrate 
local artisanal savoir-faire, and one finds a delicious selection of garden-
fresh fruits and vegetables, organic goat cheese, home-baked breads 
and focaccias, and of course the estate’s organic wines.

THE NUANCES OF ROSÉ
Discover the secrets of the estate’s organic rosé 
wines, learn more about the region’s grape 
varieties, to differentiate rosé wines and to 
appreciate their flavors and characteristics 
thanks to a sensory game. 

TASTES SENSATIONS
An overview of the region’s culinary traditions 
through the history of Provençal products, their taste 
and nutritional interests. A family-friendly workshop 
that will delight young and old alike, with tastings 
of artisanal bread, olive oil, grape juice, cheeses, 
vegetables or organic honey from the estate.

DISCOVERING LOCAL PLANTS
A guided walk through the aromatic garden and 
local maquis offers an introduction to the virtues of 
Mediterranean plants and recipes. Taste buds are 
awakened with herbal plant concoctions, organic 
goat cheese and homemade bread.

HAPPY HOUR AT LE SAINT-ROUX
Live music, every Thursday evening in July 
and August on the lawn and terrace, for a fun, 
relaxing time with friends or family. A fixed menu is 
available, created by the Chef of La Table Saint-
Roux, or appetizer plates to share.

COUNTRY STORE

FUN & EDUCATIONAL 

WORKSHOPS…
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CHÂTEAU SAINT-ROUX COMBINES THE COMFORT OF LUXURY 
ACCOMMODATIONS WITH THE BUCOLIC CHARM OF SIMPLE FARM LIFE.

A delightful sight to behold, the estate’s herd 
of goats not only welcome visitors but also 
produces the organic milk needed to make 
Château Saint-Roux’s delicious artisan-made 
cheeses.

The herd of goats roam free in over 8,000m² 
(86K sq ft) of natural grazing pasture, where 
they munch on herbs, pistachio tree leaves, hay 
and organic whole grain feed. The quality and 
diversity of their grazing areas are essential, as 
they impact the taste and quality of the milk, 
bringing forth uniquely flavorful cheeses.

The Château Saint-Roux goats produce up 
to three liters of milk daily, from March to 
November. This enables on-site production of 
the estate’s signature organic goat cheeses - 
fresh, cured or coated with various herbs, spices 
and other flavors. The cheeses have been 
certified organic since 2018. The wild herbs and 
aromatic plants in the goats’ grazing pastures 
contribute to the milk’s unique flavor.

The cheeses are made and ripened on site, in 
a 50m² (530 sq ft) specially designed cheese-
making lab. Production is paused from mid-
November to mid-March, to allow for the 
goats’ winter gestation period.

Château Saint-Roux cheeses feature an 
ever-changing palette of flavors. They are 
sold at the country store, and also served at 
La Table Saint-Roux as well as other local 
hotels and restaurants, including Ultimate 
Provence in La-Garde-Freinet, and Château 
de Berne in Flayosc.

The goats share the estate with chickens, 
roosters, rabbits, donkeys, ponies and pigs… 
all cohabiting in total harmony, in a park area 
surrounding Château Saint-Roux’s famous 
Goat Tower, the only one of its kind in France. A 
signposted trail delights guests of all ages, who 
can freely visit the estate and animal facilities, 
and discover the mysteries of cheesemaking. A 
fun, educational activity for all.

GOAT FARM
& Cheesemaking
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ELEGANCE, EXPERIENCE AND RESPECT FOR NATURE’S SEASONAL 
CYCLES ARE THE GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF CHÂTEAU SAINT-ROUX. 
WITH ITS VAST, 3800 M² (5,000 SQ FT) ORGANIC VEGETABLE GARDEN, 
THE ESTATE COMBINES ITS REPUTATION FOR EXCELLENCE WITH A 
SUSTAINABLY RESPONSIBLE APPROACH.

Promoting the pleasure of consuming 
wholesome fresh produce is one of Château 
Saint-Roux’s top priorities. As such, the 
estate’s gardeners work to produce 
quality seasonal harvests, without the 
use of insecticides or other toxic elements. 
Featuring ninety vegetable varieties 
(including rustic or forgotten species)  
and an orchard with over 200 fruit trees  

(cherry, peach, apple, quince, hazelnut, 
almond, plum, pear, and more), the 
garden is designed like a vine leaf. 

A delicious homage to the Provencal 
lifestyle, many varieties of organic 
produce are sold in weekly baskets. They 
are also central to the menu of La Table 
Saint-Roux.

A feast for the senses, a sensorial oasis,
Chateau Saint-Roux’s immense organic kitchen 

garden highlights the very essence
of farm-to-table lifestyle.

ORGANIC VEGETABLE
Garden
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CELEBRATING THE CRAFT 
OF BREADMAKING
AND BAKING

At the estate’s artisanal breadmaking 
facility one finds Chief Breadmaker, 
Chef Ludovic Bernard. Château Saint-
Roux is proud to have a traditional 
woodburning bread oven, the only one 
of its kind in the region. Ludovic works 
with the freshest ingredients, creating 
bread and baked goods as beautiful 
as they are delicious. His secret? A live 
yeast created from the estate’s grapes.

For curious guests of the estate, the 
talented Ludovic shares his secrets 
of the trade and his passion for the 
breadmaking tradition, in workshops 
onsite.

ARTISANAL
Bread Oven
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12
grape

varieties

1
artisanal

bread-making 
oven

80
hectares of 
farmland

40
hectares of 

organic 
vineyard

200
outdoor dining 

capacity

5
fine wine 
vintages

2018
grand opening

after renovation

100
seating capacity for 

lunch for dinner

150
fruit
trees

12
accommodations: 

rooms, apartments, 
loft

3
cows and a goat 
cheesemaking 

facility

32
chickens: 

natural weeding 
& fresh eggs

1
 gold medal 

for wine, 2019 
Agricultural 
Competition

150
goats, including 

rare breeds

1
conference

room

3800 
m² vegetable 

garden 1
tasting cellar 

& country 
store

2019
1st organically 
certified grape 

harvest

25
plots

KEY FIGURES
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Mer Méditerranée
Aire d’appellation Côtes de Provence

Monaco
Nice

Cannes

Saint-Tropez

Aix-en-Provence

Hyères

Mer Méditerranée
Aire d’appellation Côtes de Provence

Monaco
Nice

Cannes

Saint-Tropez

Aix-en-Provence

Hyères

Mer Méditerranée
Aire d’appellation Côtes de Provence

Monaco
Nice

Cannes

Saint-Tropez

Aix-en-Provence

Hyères

Flayosc-
Lorgues

Le Cannet-
des-Maures

La Garde-FreinetCôtes de Provence

ABOUT MDCV

Celebration of the senses meets culinary adventures and distinctive getaways, in the heart of nature: the MDCV group 
offers a brand of wine tourism unique in Provence. Three hundred and fifty hectares (850 acres) of organically cultivated 
vineyards across four exceptional estates: Château de Berne (Flayosc), UP I Ultimate Provence (La Garde-Freinet), 
Château des Bertrands and Château Saint-Roux (Le Cannet-des-Maures)..

Promoting local knowhow in a spirit of sustainably committed 
luxury, the group currently employs 250 staff, spanning 30 different 
trades across its four estates. Each vineyard curates a distinctive 
style, expressing the terroir in its own way while staying true to 
authenticity, elegance and respect for the natural environment. 

The spirit of MDCV? An ode to the rolling hills of Provence, an 
expression of its incomparable beauty, shared with the rest of 
the world through fine wines, and with visitors basking in the 
unexpected sensory and culinary experiences offered by four 
exceptional estates.

www.mdcv.fr
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www.chateausaintroux.com 

@chateausaintroux

ALCOHOL ABUSE CAN DAMAGE YOUR HEALTH, CONSUME WITH MODERATION

HOW TO GET HERE :
Train stations

Gare TGV Les Arcs-Draguignan (20 min) 
Gare Aix TGV (1 hour)

Airports 
Nice, Cannes-Mandelieu, Toulon-Hyères 

Marseille (1 hour)

LA TABLE SAINT-ROUX
Open for Lunch and Dinner Every Day

TASTING CELLAR 
& BOUTIQUE
Open every day

CIEL ROUGE PR & COMMUNICATIONS
Jane PECK

+33 6 07 12 24 76
jane@ciel-rouge.com

PRESS CONTACT

INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS : 
+33 (0)4 94 60 48 92

reservation@chateausaintroux.com

Route Départementale 17,
Route de La Garde-Freinet 

83340 LE CANNET-DES-MAURES

http://www.chateausaintroux.com
https://www.instagram.com/chateausaintroux/
https://www.facebook.com/chateausaintroux

